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Boost Your Fluid’s 
Performance.
Our high performance DRILL-X™ HP is a thinning drilling detergent 
and wetting agent for use in fresh water drilling fluid systems where 
clays are present. Environmentally safe, non-toxic, and biodegradable, 
DRILL-X™ HP can be added to fluids to keep bits and tooling clean while 
enhancing lubrication properties in the system. DRILL-X™ HP also acts as 
a secondary thinner to lower fluid viscosity and aid in dispersing clays. 
When drilling through clays, adding DRILL-X™ HP will make clays more 
flowable, preventing cuttings from sticking together.

• For lubrication and bit cleaning, add 3 to 4 quarts  
per 500 gallons of drilling fluid. 

• To disperse clays and improve fluid loss, add 4 to 5 quarts  
per 500 gallons of drilling fluid.

Characteristics
Appearance: Reddish Liquid  
Specific Gravity: 1.01
Solubility: Soluable in Fresh Water
Weight: 4.3 lb/pouch

• Keeps tooling clean
• Enhances system lubrication
• Lowers fluid viscosity 
• Makes clays more flowable, prevents sticking 

USE IN FRESH-WATER DRILLING FLUID 
SYSTEMS WHERE CL AYS ARE PRESENT.

DRILL-X™ HP
Drilling Detergent And Wetting Agent 
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Same Big 
Performance.  
New Smaller Size.
Our proven Wyo-Ben® CLAYMASTER®, DRILL-X™ HP, WYO-VIS® HP, and 
WYO-LUBE™ RR are now available in small, easy-to-handle, 64-oz pouches. 
Perfect for smaller bores, the new no-mess packaging makes mixing easy and 
minimizes waste. But while the packaging is new, the products are the same tried-
and-true Wyo-Ben solutions trusted for years on the largest bores. These quick-
mixing, field-proven fluids make every bore more effective and efficient, protecting 
your equipment and boosting your productivity. And since quality Wyo-Ben products 
are highly concentrated, you can always do more with less, saving you money in the 
long-run. Get the proven Wyo-Ben performance you need … now in a smaller, easier 
to handle package!

CLAYMASTER® DRILL-X™ HP WYO-LUBE™ RRWYO-VIS® HP




